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MOOCs and OCW (OpenCourseWare) have 
been prevalent sources of self-paced learning 
to people nowadays. 

Online learning platforms
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The lack of peer accompaniment and social 
interaction may cause negative impact to 
learners’ motivation and experiences

Learning alone
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Chatroom 
[Kulkarni et al., 2015]

Discussion forum 
[Sunar et al., 2016]

Enhancement of Social Interaction
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Chatroom 
[Kulkarni et al., 2015]

Discussion forum 
[Sunar et al., 2016]

Enhancement of Social Interaction

Nevertheless, these do not solve the problem effectively due to the 
low participation of learners in these communication channels
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VR Learning 
[Cheng et al., 2017]Second Life Virtual Classroom

Virtual Learning Environments
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VR Learning 
[Cheng et al., 2017]Second Life Virtual Classroom

Virtual Learning Environments

Requiring the instructor and all online learners taking the same course 
to be online at the same time conflicts the goal of self-paced learning
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Time-anchored Commenting [Lee et al., 2015]
Previous learners’ comments in 
the same class that are attached 
(anchored) to specific time points 
of the class video.

Displayed according to the playing 
time of the video

Individual learners taking the same class asynchronously can still 
feel learning with others
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Virtual Classmates

We propose the notion of virtual classmates, which are 
simulated based on previous learners’ time-anchored 
comments.

Learners’ Comments
Virtual Classmates
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Map Real Learners to Virtual Classmates

Large  Num. of 
Online Learners Limited Num. of 

Virtual Classmates 
in a VR classroom
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The functionality and 
characteristics of virtual 

classmates

ComplainersQuestioners
Active 
scholars

Flexibly manipulating the generation of 
virtual classmates 

The amount of virtual 
classmates

Advantages of Mapping
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Comment Mapping

Motion Mapping
Time anchored Comments
[Lee et al. 2015]

Cluster online learners
1 cluster = 1 virtual classmate

Add emotional reaction to a 
virtual classmate based on a 
comment’s emotion

Approach Overview
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Content 
Analysis

General Conversation
Notes
Question
Opinion
Complaint
Compliment
Others

Comment Mapping

We adopt the content analysis approach, which uses Naive Bayes 
classifier to classify the content type of comments.

[Sung et al. 2017]
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Notes 5
Question    3
Complaint  3

Represent each real learner as a 7D vector:
# of comments in each of the 7 content types

7D vector Notes        10
Question    3
Complaint  6
Opinion      7…

…

…
…

Notes 5
Question    0
Complaint  0

7D vector 
…

…

Notes 0
Question    0
Complaint  3

7D vector 

…
…
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K-means Clustering

(K = # of virtual classmates)

Map all learners in the same cluster to the same 
virtual classmate

Learners in 7D space Virtual Classmates
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Classify the emotional valence and arousal of each 
comment (Naive Bayes classifier) 
Map them into four emotion categories

Emotional 
Valence

Positive
Neutral
Negative

Emotional 
Arousal

High
Low

Motion Mapping—Emotion Analysis
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According to the emotion of a comment, our system would randomly 
choose one motion from a group of emotional motions in the same 
emotion category.

The Motion of Angry The Motion of Sadness

MPI Emotional Body Motion Database [Volkpva et al. 2014]

Motion Mapping—MOCAP database
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Virtual Classroom

Video
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Evaluation Study
15-min video from an online course
“Introduction to Economics”
413 time-anchored comments by 50 learners
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Research Question 1

Would virtual classmates with comment mapping 
techniques influence the learning experiences of 
learners?

ComplainersQuestionersActive scholars
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Whether and how the number of virtual classmates 
influence the learning experiences of learners?

More distraction?

More social interactivities?

Research Question 2
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C5 : Time-anchored system (non-VR)

5 20

Mapped C1(5M) C3(20M)

Random C2(5R) C4(20R)

Between-subjects design
100 participants: 46 females, 54 males, age:18-35

Conditions

Experiment Design
Factors: Number of virtual classmates (5 vs 20)

Comment Mapping vs Random Mapping
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Taking 
notes

5R

5M

23Chatting



5R

20R
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Pretest VR Class Posttest
Questionnaire

Interview

Learning Outcomes: difference of pretest and posttest

Social Interaction
Focus Attention :  14 questions in 5-Likert Questionnaire

Procedure & Measurements
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Results
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Comment mapping enhanced leaning 
outcomes in fewer virtual classmates
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Comment mapping could decrease social 
interactivity, esp. in fewer classmates

Participants in C1 reduced social interaction as they might focus 
more on classmates who mentioned course-related comments
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Focus attention in condition with 20 
classmates and comment mapping 

was likely better than non-VR
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Findings

RQ1: Whether and how comment mapping 

influenced the learning experiences of learners?

A: Comment mapping with 5 classmates is helpful 

for learners’ learning outcomes but it may decrease 

learners’ social interactivity.
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RQ2: Whether and how the number of classmates 

influenced the learning experiences of learners?

A: 20 classmates without comment mapping 

enhance learner’ social interactivity.

Findings
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Design Implications
• Synthesizing virtual classmates with real learners’ 

comments can influence the ways people learn in 
virtual environments

• VR classroom could make learners more 
concentrated and more willing to join the class

• The number of virtual classmates should be 
considered for learners’ possible limitation in 
handling multiparty interaction in VR environment
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Limitations and Future Work
• Limited interactions with users

• Add comment leaving function?
• Reply to users by a chatbot?  

• Only explore a very limited design space of virtual 
classmates and VR classroom
• Other mapping methods, e.g., filtering, manipulating, 

questionization
• Laboratory setting and very short-term learning

• Field and longitudinal study
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Conclusion
• Create virtual classmates by synthesizing from real 

learners 

• Map (many) real learners to (limited) virtual ones 
• Comment mapping for consistent characteristics
• Motion mapping for more realistic body expression  

• The idea can be applied to other domains
• Map people on social media to virtual characters  
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Thank you!

Q&A
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